
Apartment For
Sale In Bleu Vert
- New Capital
Cairo >> New Capital City

>> Bleu Vert

APARTMENTS

FOR SALE

3 BEDROOMS

3 BATHROOMS

165 SQM

PRICE:

1952000 EGP 

https://nileestate.com/en/Sale/apartment-for-sale-in-bleu-vert-2380208
https://nileestate.com/en/Sale/apartment-for-sale-in-bleu-vert-2380208
https://nileestate.com/en/Sale/apartment-for-sale-in-bleu-vert-2380208
https://nileestate.com/custom-search?address=Cairo&location=governorate%2C1
https://nileestate.com/custom-search?address=New Capital City&location=city%2C359
https://nileestate.com/custom-search?address=Bleu Vert&location=compound%2C365


A very special apartment, Corner Resale, and less than the company price in Bleu Vert

Compound Administrative Capital Details about Blue Vert Compound: Blue Vert

Compound is unique with a number of advantages that make it an attraction for everyone

who wants to live and invest, as it is characterized by its strategic location; It is located

near all vital roads, as well as its proximity to the important landmarks of the Administrative

Capital, and its wide area that allows diversity in the design and space of units, its

luxurious architectural design, its multiple services and the diversity of its advantages, in

addition to the diversity of prices and the presence of payment and payment facilities. The

previous work of the company developing the Blue Vert project Riyadh Compound in New

Cairo City. Sawari Compound in the new city of Alexandria. Nile Towers in Maadi. Dorra

project in the new city of Assiut (the Saudi Egyptian Company is the first investment

company that headed towards Upper Egypt, and it started with this project). Hilton New

Damietta Hotel. And its latest projects are Bleu Vert Compound, which is one of the most

luxurious compounds in the New Administrative Capital. Unit details: 3 Bedrooms (a

master with bathroom and dressing) 3 bathrooms, The area: 165 m 2nd Floor Corner Semi

finished Total unit price: 1,952,200 EGP Garage price: 75,000 EGP Club price: 85,000

EGP Total unit price including club and garage = 2,112,200 EGP Down payment required

= 392584 EGP Equal installments up to 9 years The value of the installment every 3

months, including club installments 53,732 EGP Equal installments till 9 years
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